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Abstract
Advancements in technology, information, and communication have transformed warfare from a conventional method to psychological warfare (psywar). In the past, warfare was heavily associated with various weapons, such as rifles, bombs, or even nuclear power, to attack an area for specific purposes. In the modern era, warfare is more concerned about technology and information superiority to threaten the enemy faster and more robust. Modern warfare targets the psychology of society in order to win the war. Islamic State (IS) has attracted the world’s attention for its successful strategy in using Twitter in waging war on a country, in this case, the United Kingdom. The purpose of this research is to describe the United Kingdom government’s response in fighting Islamic State attacks on Twitter. This research uses descriptive methods by collecting data from books, the internet, journals, and scientific articles. This study indicates that the United Kingdom responds to Islamic State attacks through two patterns, hard and soft power. The hard power method is carried out through intelligence, police, and economic power to collaborate with international organizations such as the United Nations. The soft power pattern was implemented by creating official state Twitter accounts such as @UKAgainstDaesh, @coalition, @TerrorismPolice, and collaboration with the Global Internet Forum Counter-Terrorism (GIFCT). This strategy plays an essential role in stopping the spread of online terrorism-related content online by blocking related photos, videos, and texts of terrorism.
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Introduction
The development of communication technology has shifted the definition of world security and defense. Harrison (2018) stated that technology could change the way individuals exposes to radicalization and planning attacks. The online platform offers more opportunities to accelerate the
radicalization process in its operational planning. Islamic State (hereafter called IS) is an essential issue in current international affairs because its existence is threatening world peace. RAND (2019) states that the IS, also known as ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria), or as ISIL (the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant), was based on a violent ideology (different from previous terrorists), addressing themselves as the caliph, the one who will establish the Caliphate. They justify any action to achieve their goal by claiming authority over all Muslims. This research aims to analyze how the United Kingdom government responds to IS attacks on Twitter.

Islamic State uses an online platform to spread propaganda by calling on all Muslim communities to carry out jihad (holy war) to achieve its political interests. They intend to kill infidel (people who do not believe in Allah) and people who obstruct their movement by publishing videos, texts, and photos (Boyle & Akbar 2017). This propaganda is disseminated through various technological and communication instruments. Twitter has become one of the platforms used by IS to threaten the state, spread radical ideologies, and appeal to its members in the group’s agenda. Thus, Twitter has become an essential communication tool IS to wage war with countries they perceive as threats.

The United Kingdom is a state that is experiencing destabilization where 500 of its Muslim group have traveled to Syria to join the IS. Three hundred other people have returned to the United Kingdom and carried out open attacks on western countries (Stuart 2014). In the past, warfare was synonymous with heavy weapons, such as rifles, bombs, pistols, or even nuclear to attack an area, while, in the modern era, warfare involves the superiority of technology to intrude human psychology instead of attacking areas. The United Kingdom has performed a systematic strategy in fighting terrorists. It collaborates with intelligence from significant countries, and the United Kingdom also seeks cooperation with international organizations such as the United Nations. In responding to IS attacks, the United Kingdom formed a Twitter account in 2015 under the name @UKAgainstDaesh. Perraudin (2015) said that the first tweet from the @UKAgainstDaesh account was a 30-second video published on 28 August 2015, at 5:28 pm. The video has been watched by 10.4k Twitter users and received 315 comments and 111 likes from Twitter users.

In the short video, the United Kingdom delivered several messages. First, the United Kingdom responded to IS by placing government positions on events conducted by IS. Second, the United Kingdom seeks to block their society from joining the extreme IS group. The final message is that the United Kingdom will block radical sites that are considered disturbing and threatening its security. This study examines the response of the United Kingdom government in countering Islamic State attacks through social media.

Research Method

This research is a literature study, in which the researcher collected data by reviewing written sources such as books, journals, the internet, and other relevant scientific articles (review or research articles) by using a descriptive method. According to Atmowardoyo (2018), a descriptive method is a research design apt to describe the problem and a research method to describe existing phenomena as accurately as possible. The phenomena observed in descriptive research are available; the researcher needs to collect available data through research instruments such as text, images, and videos. The purpose of descriptive research is to systematically and accurately describe the facts, behavior, and relationships between the studied phenomena. Therefore, this research only focuses on looking at new forms of war via Twitter. This study’s data analysis technique adopts from that suggested by Erianto (2011), the qualitative content analysis method. Qualitative methods are used to analyze the content’s characteristics and draw inference from a certain communication content, such as speech texts, pamphlets, advertisements, or videos. This type of analysis systematically identifies the visible or invisible content of communication to be carried out objectively, validly, reliably, and can be replicated for further research.

This study’s time limit is 2014-2018; the year 2014 was chosen as the beginning era when IS was first seen as a threat by the international state because of its daring acts of terror by circulating radical videos and calling for jihad for the world community. In 2015, the United Kingdom blatantly
established a Twitter account to countermeasure psychological attacks by IS. In 2018, the United Kingdom’s fight against IS started to be expanded by carrying out many collaborations with various fields to protect United Kingdom society.

Result and Discussion

The form of Islamic State attack

After the Cold War, the definition of security was undergoing redefinition from merely involving military and weapons as the main power to encompass technological advances in the new war. In the modern era, changes have been made within the discourse of politics, war, and defense. Dickson (2004) stated that war in the modern era emphasizes the power of information, language, symbols, traditions, and techniques to build truth and redefine warfare. Acceleration in communication science, technology, democratization, independent relations between countries, and globalization have been the primary implementers of this phenomenon. Technology has started gaining prominence as a primary strategy for its influence, which could lead to conflict. Militaries properly utilize modern technological systems to enhance command, control, and communications functions at sea or land, between headquarters and remote installations. Therefore, military communication has an important influence on the whole war and conflict sphere (Back & Thompson 2018).

The development of technology impacts how technology is being utilized, which previously was only used by military forces (McLean 1993). In the present, it can also be used by groups or individuals with a radical ideology such as the IS terrorist group. The era marks the birth of a new war model in the modern era (using the power of technology and the internet to attack countries or individuals who consider a threat). Metz (2007) stated that war relied on military power and arms as the main forces to win wars in the past; however, in modern times, the internet has more influence than real power because it involves networks, organizations, politics, and ideology at once. The focus of the internet warfare attack is even more comprehensive. In addition, Metz (2007) stated that the essence of war would never change, but its nature will change because it involves human psychology. The nature and character of war will be more widespread where animal and human forces will be replaced by more sophisticated mechanisms, such as communication, writing, and email.

Islamic State propaganda through Twitter

Islamic State or known as the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), and the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) are known as terrorist movements with radical ideologies that justify various ways to achieve their goals. Muhammad (2015) stated that IS emerged due to three phenomena: first, because of the United States’ illegal 2003 invasion of Iraq, second, because of the Syrian conflict outbreak and, third, because of the Shia puppet regime that replaced Saddam Hussein’s leadership as the will of the United States. The United States systematically discriminated against the Sunni
people, giving birth to the IS group. Alexander & Alexander (2015) stated that, initially, Abu Muzhab Al-Zarqawi was a veteran of the Taliban war from Afghanistan in the 1980s who was once affiliated with Al-Qaeda (a terrorist organization formed by Osama bin Laden). In 2001, Zarqawi decided to move to Iraq after the fall of the Taliban in Afghanistan. In 2004, he performed bay'ah to Osama Bin Laden and formed an Al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) group.

In June 2006, Zarqawi died in the United States airstrikes around Baqouba. At that time, the ISIS leadership was in Abu Ayyub al-Masri’s hands with Abu Umar al-Baghdadi. Under their leadership, the name AQI changed to Islamic State in Iraq (ISI), and in 2010, both were killed in American attacks. After a while, their leadership was taken over by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and aspired to expand the ISI to Syria. In April 2013, al-Baghdadi decided to change the name of ISI to the Islamic State in Iraq and al-Sham or Levant (ISIL). On 29 June 2014, al-Baghdadi became increasingly active and formed a declaration to establish a new state called the Islamic State (IS) based on the caliphate (Tomé 2015).

To achieve the IS goals, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi changed his war strategy from field action to virtual action. Islamic State required only a little time to adapt to this new strategy, as they had the expertise to place competent people in their fields. Their actions were very intensive and systematic compared to terrorists in the past. The virtual attacks connected the physical and the cyber dimensions in which cyberspace attacks can also pose equally dangerous threats in the real world.

Greenberg (2015) said that, starting on 11 January 2015, IS used Twitter to spread its ideology by sharing a short video of al-Baghdadi’s invitation to Muslims to fight by taking up arms against treacherous rulers, Christians, Atheists, and Jews. On the other hand, IS has successfully waged Twitter war through the account @ShamiWitness. The account managed to spread religious narratives to attract the public. The Twitter account of @ShamiWitness has more than 17.700.000 followers and has sent thousands of pro-IS tweets, info about jihad, executions, information on IS fighters, and other IS agendas (Figure 1). Aside from @ShamiWitness, there are also several accounts of IS fighters on Twitter who have the same task: to construct people’s thinking, broadcast hatred, wage wars, and make up the truth spread promises in the name of religion. Among the people on Twitter are @AmreekiWitness, @IronMuhajir, @Abu_lukman_al, @hijrah_jihad, @AbuMutassim03, @Abulzzadeen, and @TawheedNetwrk.
A teenager manages @AmreekiWitness from Manassas (Virginia) named Ali Shukri Amin. Amin started @AmreekiWitness in 2014 and currently has more than 4,000 followers. Through his Twitter account, Amin spreads tweets to appeal to the public to wage war on those considered as IS’s enemies with the promise of merit with Allah (Figure 2). Amin also plays a role in bridging community and IS groups ready to carry out warfare; he responsible for managing funding from members who wish to donate to IS using the ‘dark wallet’ to maintain donors’ identity.

Abu Adam al-Muhajir has the same task as Amin, and he spreads propaganda to urge the public to wage war by repeating the word ‘jihad’ in each of his posts. On 23 July 2013, al-Muhajir praised the concept of jihad and martyrdom and a better life reward for those who want to join the IS group (Figure 3). The tweet gives the message that IS fighters are willing to die to defend Islam’s integrity and have the honor of being a martyr (a Muslim who died fighting in the way of Allah). Abu Lukman Almani often spreads digital war in the German language (Figure 4). In the tweet, Almani said, “Alhamdulillah Islamic country,” and “Thank God I am fine, I can still create a little terror,” with a photo of a prisoner who would be mass executed. The act was chosen to terrorize the public, provoking threats and showing the IS group’s strength. The use of German is addressed to people who understand the language. Abu Mohammed is one of the IS members who are active on Twitter. Mohammed has expertise in constructing people’s thinking through words to shape people’s emotions (Figure 5). Abu Mohammed often said “forgiveness of sins” in every tweet. It was shown that he urged people to migrate, wage war for Allah, and fear not death based on the belief that if a jihadi fighter dies in a battle, all his sins during his life will be forgiven. This technique has proven that words could be more powerful weapons than a gun. They also maximize using symbols, pictures, and videos to gain sympathy and finally stir public emotion.

Abu Mutassim was a propagandist who blatantly expressed his antipathy for the United Kingdom. In some of his tweets, he said that Prime Minister David Cameron was a fanatical leader against Islam, and he was one of the obstacles to the establishment of an Islamic caliphate in the United Kingdom (Figure 6). Abu Mutassim also believes that the caliphate will stand in the United Kingdom as he perceived that the system would be beneficial for United Kingdom society. This post aims to frighten the enemy and attract Islamic State members’ attention to fight to uphold the United Kingdom’s caliphate.
Unlike other propagandists, Abu Izzadeen is an active Twitter propagandist who was also the leader of radical groups in London. Some of his tweets incited Muslims in London to take up the fight against the United Kingdom and the United States and kill anyone who helped the two countries, as displayed in Figure 7. Not only calling for war; however Izzadeen also heavily participated in terrorist activities in the London attack on 22 March 2017, and the attack on the Regent’s Park mosque in London. Abdurrohman’s account is focused on spreading news regarding attacks carried out by IS members (Figure 8). It also distributes the information of killed members and their retribution from God. IS members also reckon of retaliation and avenge the death of to their members. Some tweets ridicule British Prime Ministers’ policies and tweets claiming that the United Kingdom was a terror country and deserved IS members’ attacks.
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The United Kingdom Twitter propaganda

The United Kingdom is a country with sophisticated development of science in the economy, technology, culture, and military (Gunarto 2003). Bridge (2010) explained that the United Kingdom is a country located in the European archipelago with a total land area of more than 243,600 km², and the United Kingdom was formed on 1 January 1801, as a constitutional monarchy parliamentary democracy state. London is the United Kingdom’s capital with several major countries, such as England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. As a developed country, the United Kingdom has contributed to the world economy, especially in industry and technology.

Mod (2011) highlighted that technological and industrial advances support state development and bring positive economic growth changes. The United Kingdom’s success in utilizing the internet has stimulated domestic trade growth and made it easier for the United Kingdom to cooperate and communicate with countries worldwide. Nevertheless, at the same time, technological advances change the way people live, causing many United Kingdom people to be technology-dependent in their daily lives. The dependency exposes United Kingdom society to the threat of cyber attacks. From
some data, it is said that almost half of the United Kingdom population access the internet every day. Displays the statistical data for internet users in the United Kingdom shows in Figure 9, and it shows there has been an increase in internet users every year. This increase was motivated by the public’s interest and dependence on the internet’s facilities and conveniences regarding business, entertainment, games, organization, marketing, ease of communication, and unlimited access to information.

The use of the internet positively corresponds to the progress and use of social media. The United Kingdom citizens are the second most productive social media users in Europe after the Netherlands, the fourth biggest in the world after the United States, Brazil, and Japan. In 2012, the total United Kingdom population reached 63.7 million, and around 33 million of the population are active users of social media. Nearly 48% of the United Kingdom population has access to various forms of social media daily. The average population is around 18 to 24 years old. Facebook and Twitter are the two dominant social media preferred by the United Kingdom community from several existing social media.

Christopher (2015) stated that Facebook was dominated by female users, while men more favor Twitter users. Facebook is usually used to communicate with old friends, show status, and stylish events. Meanwhile, Twitter is used to speak directly to the public, whether in politics or about United Kingdom organizations and government. Twitter is often faster in responding to the news. Focusing on Twitter as a medium for bridging communities, organizations, and government, Figure 10 shows Twitter users’ data in the United Kingdom from 2012 to 2018.

Figure 10 shows the number of Twitter users in the United Kingdom from 2012 to 2018. There was an increase of users each year, starting from 8.6 million users in 2012 to 17.1 million users in 2018. As a country with the most internet or social media users, the United Kingdom is vulnerable to the risk of cyberattacks. Parliament of the United Kingdom (2019) revealed that the National Cyber Security Center (NSCS) had handled more than 1.100 cybersecurity incidents since October 2016, wherein cyber threats in the UK have accelerated every year and are gaining more technical complexity. As a response, the United Kingdom government has established several policies to improve domestic security, especially regarding the security of attacks that occur in online media. The United Kingdom has recently become a target country and attacks by extreme terrorists (IS) via Twitter. IS group have attacked the United Kingdom by spreading the word ‘jihad’ as a weapon to invite people to fight in cyberspace.

In the past few years, the United Kingdom has experienced extreme online attacks that influence people to radicalize. As a counter-attack measure, the United Kingdom formed an official Twitter account of @UKAgainstDaesh. Governments seek to counter IS attacks using the same platforms. Some of the tweets shared by the United Kingdom against IS on Twitter are shows in Figure 11. The tweet in Figure 11 warned the public about propaganda, radicalization, IS strategy, and IS goals. The United Kingdom explained further to the public about the situation in the field. They emphasized the word ‘propaganda’ by using a capital letter. It has portrayed how the United Kingdom has attempted to gain sympathy from the public.
The tweet shared on 8 March 2018, contained two key messages (Figure 12). First, the United Kingdom wanted to construct people’s thinking about IS promises. Such as rewards, education, and a decent life for the people who join their movement. In this tweet, the United Kingdom implied that, if IS provides education, this is only a way to become a terrorist, while the United Kingdom provides education, especially to women, for stability in Iraq. In the second message, the United Kingdom wants to compare what IS has provided with what the United Kingdom has given to Iraq. Therefore, the United Kingdom expects people to grasp the idea the party deserves to be supported and which group should be abandoned and fought (resisted). Apart from the @UKAgainstDaesh account, the United Kingdom also collaborates with global coalitions, police, and internet company communities such as The Global Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT) to fight IS attacks from various directions.

A tweet from @coalition explained IS’s strategy through online media and their goal of spreading the message via Twitter. A tweet posted on 11 September 2017, “Do not help them by republishing it,” uses black to emphasize the message conveyed (Figure 13). The United Kingdom tried to control the public from spreading IS messages indirectly through this tweet because circulating the messages helps the terrorist group. They added a picture of a sound image and a prohibition cross symbol to reinforce the message.

On 2 July, 2018, a Twitter account @TerrorismPolice reported that the United Kingdom government has collaborated with security partners to prioritize terror cases for domestic security by responding to all IS attacks and increasing their operational activities. The tweet indicated more than 600 investigations have been carried out by the police and have targeted around 3,000 people who were deemed a potential threat to the United Kingdom (Figure 14). Apart from fighting back through Twitter, the United Kingdom is also working with private technology communities such as GIFCT to block IS-related account, as shows in Figure 15.
Blocking an account is an action aimed to enable an account to post updates (Figure 15). Hence, followers cannot access any information related to the account. GIFCT, a community of private technology associations (Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and Microsoft), has completed the battle against IS on the digital platform. GIFCT was formed in 2017 to respond to David Cameron’s statement that technology companies are also responsible for fighting terrorists, blocking or freezing accounts deemed to threaten state security. GIFCT applied a technique for accessing records using specific keywords known as ‘hash’ and ‘fingerprints’ that functioned as a security system on a computer network that protects against threats. These techniques are methods to identify videos, images, and text spread by terrorist groups via social media, including Twitter. GIFCT can quickly delete content related to terrorists or other radical acts even before the message is published to the community in cyberspace (Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism n.d.).

**Figure 11.**
Twitter account of @UKAgainstDeash
Source: UK Against Daesh (2017)

Thanks to the support of the #UK and our partners in the @coalition, women in Iraq are starting to get back into education, including in #Mosul - education of women and girls crucial to #IraqStabilization #IWD2018

**Figure 12.**
Education in Iraq
Sources: UK Against Daesh (2018)

**Hard power pattern to counter the virtual attack of Islamic State from Twitter**

To successfully implement the soft power strategy, the government employed armless hard power attack, unlike the war in general. Arquilla & Ronfeldt (2001) stated that the rigid power pattern has two objectives, ‘oppose’ as a form of resistance and ‘support,’ a proactive action aimed at peace (in
this case, the ‘support’ method is not used). In opposing the occurring resistance, the state responds to the rejection of IS actions on social media, primarily via Twitter. For this measure, the United Kingdom collaborates with intelligence agencies and international organizations such as the United Nations. The purpose of this collaboration is to promote peace and has created a Counter Daesh Communication Call. In addition, the United Kingdom has also employed economic power to support countries experiencing IS attacks. This act was perceived as a form of resistance to IS undertakings to the United Kingdom.

![Image of a Twitter account urging the public not to help IS propaganda](source: The Global Coalition (2017))

**Figure 13.**
Twitter account of @coalition that urges the public not to help IS propaganda

 algumas people as possible to see their propaganda.

Don't help them by republishing it.

![Image of a counter-terrorist account](source: Counter Terrorism Policing UK (2018))

**Figure 14.**
The account of @TerrorismPolice about security

Source: Counter Terrorism Policing UK (2018)

The United Nations has a different strategy in combating IS attacks. They execute economic power by increasing the cost of prevention and fixing the problems that have been caused by IS from 2014 to 2017. This strategy aims to attract public sympathy as well as a game plan to defeat IS. Data from HC Debate (2017) explained that, in 2014, through the International Development Department, the United Kingdom government committed to providing 169.5 GBP million to help the Iraqi crisis. Most of the funds were used to facilitate clean water for the Iraqi people’s needs, who experienced a clean water crisis. Apart from clean water, the funds were used to build houses and heating devices, such as blankets for thousands of heads of households, to survive in winter conditions.
Data from the Government of the United Kingdom (n.d.) also noted that, since 2015, the United Kingdom government, with the United Nations, has contributed 103 GBP million to funds for conflict, security, and community stabilization, such as the repair of schools, hospitals, and infrastructure in Iraq. It recorded that 408,000 Iraqis have received food aid, two million people received toilet and shower facilities and 836,500 people have been given shelter, and more than 4.1 million people received health services. Meanwhile, in Syria, the United Kingdom supports a political process facilitated by the United Nations to resolve the conflict and protect Syrians’ rights and has set aside 2.81 GBP billion. In addition, the British Prime Minister has provided more than 27 million meals, 14 million facilities for medical consultations, and provided all the necessities of 10.9 million goods for Syrians.

Additional data recorded that, in 2017, the United Kingdom again provided humanitarian assistance to victims of IS violence in Syria, especially in the Raqqa area. The United Kingdom government has provided 20.9 million food supplies in case of famine in the Raqqa region. The government also provided 700,000 formal education facilities for Raqqa children and 145,000 additional medical assistance at the hospital and repairing damaged health facilities. For psychological assistance for people who are traumatized by IS crimes, the government provides assistance to experts in the psychological field to heal them, and the government also provides access to clean water and 31,000 aid tools to fulfill their needs for daily activities (Patel 2017).

Information about aid provided by the United Kingdom government is often distributed through the government’s official Twitter account @UKAgainstDaesh. The strategy aims to convey to the global community that the IS group is a group of violent people who violate human rights by committing murder, causing chaos, uprising, and destroying society’s future. It shows in Figure 16, and the tweet implied that the United Kingdom is the capable state to fix the situation whenever the IS group causes chaos and damage. Syria is the recipient of more than 1.1 GBP billion in aid from the United Kingdom to handle the humanitarian crisis, provide access to clean water for 1.6 million people, provide nearly 20 billion food aid, and 2.5 billion facilities for health consultations Syrians.

Apart from international organizations, the United Kingdom also collaborates with intelligence agencies from major countries such as the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. This cooperation between state intelligence is known as five eyes. Dailey (2017) explained that five eyes were first formed by the United States and the United Kingdom intelligence during World War II. In 1948, Canada began to join the forces, followed by Australia and New Zealand in 1956, and their cooperation expanded to information exchanges about possible threats for members. The purpose of the cooperation is to reduce attacks, maintain domestic security and help members resolve security-related issues.

Bideaua (2019) reports that, by utilizing the power of technology, each intelligence agency could send information to other agencies via Signals intelligence (SIGNT). The information delivers through code that was understood only by intelligence group members. The mechanism relies on electronic
systems intelligence, such as radar intelligence, computer system data, and weapon systems. Intelligence could gather information in two methods, first through Human intelligence (HUMINT), an act of collecting data from personal contacts whose intelligence source can interrogate, question, and answer and the media, and the second was Geospatial intelligence (GEOINT), where information about human activities obtains from satellites and maps.

The emergence of IS and their virtual attacks has become an essential concern for five eyes members as IS is considered a threat that disturbs national security. Regarding IS attacks, the United Kingdom has often received social media threats as a member of five eyes. Responding to such threats, other members support the United Kingdom to solve these problems. In the Manchester bomb attack in 2017, IS claimed responsibility for the attack, announcing it via tweets shared four hours before the incident. Other tweets threatened that the attack was only the start and there would be follow-up attacks (Figure 17).

The three tweets posted on 22 May 2017 (Figure 17), at different times, yet information from these tweets was complementary. The first tweet was posted at 6:24 pm, followed by a second at 6:28 pm. The last tweet was at 6:32 pm. The Manchester bombing occurred at 10:35 pm, four hours before the incident. Almasy et al. (2017) noted that, on 3 June 2017, three IS members launched another attack on London Bridge in central London, the three terrorists attacked people with knives. Seven people were killed, 48 people were injured, and the police shot the suspects. This attack occurred two weeks after the Manchester attack and the Westminster Bridge attack on 22 March 2017. The data recorded that, in 2017, the United Kingdom had experienced up to three consecutive attacks from the IS group.

In response to IS attacks, five Eyes intelligence conducted more than 500 live operations to enhance domestic security; thus, 20,000 people have been investigated as a threat. This phenomenon proves that IS attack techniques have changed (increasingly sophisticated), and people are being radicalized via computers and smartphones (Javid 2018).
Conclusion

The advancement of communication and information technology has shifted the approach to warfare from conventional to psywar and evoking state response in various ways. The United Kingdom’s policy to use Twitter to respond to Islamic State attacks can be categorized into two patterns: soft power and hard power. Regarding soft power, the United Kingdom created an official Twitter account in @UKAgainstDaesh to counter Islamic State attacks by emphasizing facts through videos, photos, and texts to convince audiences and gain sympathy, emotions, and support from the community. In addition, the United Kingdom also collaborates with Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT), private internet associations, such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and Microsoft, to block terrorist-related accounts to prevent the public from accessing information related to terrorism.

The United Kingdom has also worked with the Global Coalition by forming @coalition and @TerrorismPolice as a resistance strategy. In the sphere of hard power, the United Kingdom collaborates with the Police and Intelligence from big countries such as the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. The United Kingdom also collaborates with international organizations such as the United Nations. It exercises economic power by providing humanitarian assistance, education, health facilities, daily necessities, and others to countries with acts of violence, such as Iraq and Syria, to combat the Islamic State.
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